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Abstract
The goal of open access is to allow more people to read and use research outputs. An observed association
between highly cited research outputs and open access has been claimed as evidence of increased usage
of the research, but this remains controversial.1,2 A higher citation count also does not necessarily imply
wider usage such as citations by authors from more places.3,4,5 A knowledge gap exists in our
understanding of who gets to use open access research outputs and where users are located. Here we
address this gap by examining the association between an output’s open access status and the diversity of
research outputs that cite it. By analysing large-scale bibliographic data from 2010 to 2019, we found a
robust association between open access and increased diversity of citation sources by institutions,
countries, subregions, regions, and fields of research, across outputs with both high and medium-low
citation counts. Open access through disciplinary or institutional repositories showed a stronger effect than
open access via publisher platforms. This study adds a new perspective to our understanding of how
citations can be used to explore the effects of open access. It also provides new evidence at global scale of
the benefits of open access as a mechanism for widening the use of research and increasing the diversity of
the communities that benefit from it.

Main
The purpose of research is for it to be used, either applied to solve problems and address issues, or more
narrowly to provide insight, capacity and inspiration for further research. The open access (OA) movement is
founded on the goals of putting research in the hands of more people and making it more usable (e.g., the
Budapest OA Initiative).6 A seismic shift in access models for scholarly outputs (i.e., from subscription-based
models to OA models) has occurred over the past decade with accessible outputs (i.e. can be read or
downloaded without payment) rising from approximately 27% of global outputs published in 2011 to over
49% of all outputs published in 2020 being accessible in some form.7

It remains challenging to conclusively demonstrate the benefits of this shift in access models for scholarly
outputs. Case studies and qualitative research approaches have helped to shed light on complex
relationships between access models, use and impact. Studies have sought quantitative evidence of
enhanced usage via a variety of methods. Some have observed associations between increased citation
counts and OA, providing the most global evidence of enhanced article usage.8,9,10 However, there are
several confounding factors that weaken claims of a causal link between OA and enhanced use of research
outputs.2,11 A set of narrowly defined randomised control trials finds no effect, and there is an argument that
access to academic resources and prestige may well be associated with both the choice to make an output
OA and the likelihood of higher citations.1,12,13,14,15

In addition, we feel that the focus on citation counts fails to address the core goals of OA, specifically that a
wider range of research users has more access. We need a different approach to quantify the impact of OA
focusing on widening the diversity of users who are able to access scholarly content. Recent advances in
data availability and processing mean that we are now able to identify the affiliations of citing authors at
scale and hence quantitatively assess the institutional and geographic diversity of citing authors globally.
Similarly, we are able to analyse the fields of research across citing outputs. We refer to these measures
under one umbrella term: citation diversity. We quantify citation diversity using two different standard
measures of diversity that are less sensitive to citation counts. This helps us to address the issues of access
to resources and prestige that are potential confounders1,12,13,14,15 in analyses based simply on citation
counts which remain with more sophisticated measures such as citation velocity, as shown in previous
research.16,17

To analyse citation diversity we used the data workflows and datasets developed by the Curtin Open
Knowledge Initiative for analysis of open knowledge performance.18 For the current analysis we used an
integrated dataset that combines data from Crossref Metadata, Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) and the
Research Organization Registry (ROR) to provide information on affiliations and geographical locations,
fields of research, and publication dates. We used data from Unpaywall to define OA status of individual
outputs.



For our analysis we extracted all relevant research outputs with publication years from 2010 to 2019 (see
Methods for details). For each of the 19 million outputs, we extracted citation counts (from the total of 420
million citation links), metadata of their citing outputs and citing author affiliations, and calculated the
Shannon Entropy (or Shannon Index) and the Gini-Simpson Index (or Gini’s Diversity Index) as measures of
citation diversity. Higher scores for these indices are indicators of more citation diversity. We consider
citation diversity based on five different ways of grouping citation links: by institutions, countries, subregions,
regions, and fields of research (i.e., citing groups). Fig. 1 demonstrates how citation diversity assessed using
these indices is different from traditional citation counts. Two outputs having equal citation counts does not
imply they have the same level of diversity in citing groups such as citations from a number of different
institutions.

Fig. 1: Illustrations of citation diversity compared to citation count.

Illustrative examples to demonstrate differences between citation counts, number of citing actors, and diversity measures. Outputs with equal

citation counts do not necessarily have the same level of diversity in citing actors. Citing outputs are affiliated to institutions and these

institutional-links can be grouped by their locations. These provide the basis for calculating diversity measures. Only country level diversity

scores are provided in the figure. See Methods for details of calculating the Shannon Entropy (or Shannon Index) and the Gini-Simpson Index

(or Gini’s Diversity Index).

Comparing OA categories
For the purpose of this study, we consider four different (but potentially overlapping) categories of OA:

• OPEN - freely accessible via either publisher platforms or OA repositories;

• GOLD - freely accessible via publisher platforms with open licence;

• GREEN - OA via disciplinary and institutional repositories;

• CLOSED - OA copy not available from publisher platforms nor open repositories.

In our analysis, we observe an association of OA with higher citations at the global scale, consistent with 
previous literature on OA citation count advantage but with the known caveats described earlier. We see 
that this association is robust across years of publication, and OA categories. Further work on this OA 
citation count advantage using global datasets could help to reveal what factors are associated with these 
complex effects. We also characterised the citations by the number of unique citing institutions, countries,



subregions, regions, and fields of research. Again, a robust advantage for OA categories is observed (with a
few existing exceptions) which offers avenues for further analysis of the causal effects underlying the citation
diversity advantage for OA (see Methods for details).

Fig. 2: Comparing citation diversity between OA categories.

a. The median Shannon scores by citing institutions are compared between OA and closed outputs over a ten year period. Earlier outputs

receive higher scores as a result of having had more time to garner citations (hence more possibility of wider citing affiliations). However, it is

consistently observed that OA outputs perform better in the diversity of citing institutions for all years. b. The mean Shannon scores are

compared across the OA categories, with the scores calculated based on the grouping of citing affiliation links by countries, subregions, and

regions, and citing outputs by fields of research. For the first three cases, all OA categories consistently outperform closed outputs. OA outputs

also outperform closed outputs for the fields of research in more recent years. This is likely a result of evolving research practices and data

quality levels. c. Kernel density estimation (KDE) of Shannon scores are provided for various types of grouping and compared between OA and

closed outputs. Clusters at zero are removed for increased readability but are presented in the Supplementary Figures. The first peaks from the

left are due to the high number of outputs with low number of citations. A decrease in proportion of lower scores (including the cluster at zero not

shown) and a right-shift pattern is observed for OA outputs as compared to their closed counterparts.



In analysing scores for the diversity measures, our results showed an enhanced diversity of citing
institutions, countries, subregions, and regions for OA research outputs, with this effect being consistent for
all publication years since 2010 (see Fig. 2), and across almost all fields of research in our study data (see
Methods). There are differences over time, between fields of research and between author’s country of
affiliation in the scale of the effect, as well as the underlying diversity measures. These are interesting areas
for future study. What is striking is how consistent the observed effect is across all of these potential
groupings (see Methods for a comprehensive analysis). This includes distributional shifts toward higher
diversity scores for OA outputs (relative to closed outputs) for all citing groups, publication years, and both
diversity measures.

When comparing mechanisms of OA we see a larger effect in the diversity of citing countries, subregions,
regions, and fields of research across all years, and for access provided through repositories (i.e., Green
OA) than for OA provided via publisher websites. This effect shows interesting discipline and author-country
effects which merit further investigation.

The debate over the citation count advantage is dominated by questions of confounding effects, specifically
whether OA is more accessible to researchers from wealthier and more prestigious insitutitions and/or
whether researchers selectively make their best work OA. To address this we showed that the citation
diversity advantage is present, independent of citation counts (see Methods). The lack of overall correlation
between citation counts and citation diversity provides evidence that citation counts and citation diversity
track different aspects of usage and that there is limited common confounding at the global scale.

As an observational cohort study, our analysis is not able to confirm the exact causal links between OA and
enhanced citation diversity. However, as a global analysis we can definitively say that within the full cohort in
our dataset of 19 million outputs, OA outputs have a greater level of citation diversity. This is demonstrated
through both summary statistics and distributional analyses.

Comparing geographies
To further understand where increased citation diversity comes from and how it compares across
subregions, we also examined the geographical distribution of citations. Analysing the subregions where the
affiliations of citing outputs are located, we see an increase in citations to OA outputs from traditionally
under-represented institutions based in subregions with fewer research resources (e.g. as measured in
World Bank Statistics on research expenditure) .19 This is consistent with greater access to OA being linked
to greater use of OA outputs from these subregions, at least as measured by citations. However, the citation
diversity advantage also accrues preferentially to traditionally prestigious centres of research. For example,
Fig. 3 shows differences between open and closed outputs with respect to citations to and from three
selected subregions. Outputs within affiliations from Northern Europe benefit most from both increased
citations to its open outputs (i.e., usage by other subregions), and for the increased citation of Northern
European outputs to other subregions (i.e., usage of outputs affiliated to other subregions). There are also
signals that the level of OA citation diversity advantage is lower overall for outputs with affiliations from
Sub-Saharan Africa (similarly for Latin America, not shown), but show an increase over time from low or
negative levels (see Methods).



Fig. 3: Changes in citations to and from selected subregions.

a. The three graphs resemble selected citation links to outputs by the subregions: Northern Europe, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Eastern Asia,

respectively. Within each graph, the percentage change in total citations (see Methods) from the three selected subregions (for 2019) are shown.

A value above zero indicates a positive effect for OA. While both Northern Europe and Sub-Saharan Africa benefit from OA outputs, there are

differences in the results. Eastern Asia is one of the exceptions resulting from less comprehensive coverage by Western bibliographic systems.

b. An alternative measure is used to track differences in mean citations between open and closed outputs - percentage ratios (see Methods).

The results are provided for all years included in the study. A value above 100 indicates a positive effect for OA.

Discussion
The Budapest OA Initiative,6 now over 20 years old, notes that OA makes possible

“...the world-wide electronic distribution of the peer-reviewed journal literature and completely
free and unrestricted access to it by all scientists, scholars, teachers, students, and other
curious minds.”

providing a public good which will

“accelerate research, enrich education, share the learning of the rich with the poor and the
poor with the rich, make this literature as useful as it can be, and lay the foundation for uniting
humanity in a common intellectual conversation and quest for knowledge”.

Efforts to demonstrate the success of this endeavour remain as controversial as the choice of paths towards 
achieving OA. The use of citations to capture the use and value of research will always be limited, but data 
on other forms of usage for scholarly publishing remain challenging and incomplete. By shifting attention 
from counting citations to assessing the diversity of citing outputs we have demonstrated that existing data 
can be repurposed to analyse different goals. In doing so we have demonstrated that even for the narrow



form of usage that citation from research outputs represents, OA outputs are being used by a wider diversity
of citing outputs, whether we analyse those citing outputs by institution, country, subregion, region, or fields
of research.

More broadly, citation diversity measures offer a new view over existing data, providing potential insights
that are not offered by simple citation counts. As a potential insight into where the benefits of OA are being
seen and a guide to improving our policy implementation of OA for wider access this approach offers many
opportunities in addressing6

“…the task of removing the barriers to open access and building a future in which research
and education in every part of the world are that much more free to flourish”.

Methods
Input data
The COKI Academic Observatory data collection pipeline18 is used to create the Academic Observatory
dataset which is used to analyse citation counts, affiliations and diversity. This pipeline integrates data from
Crossref Metadata (DOIs, publication dates), Unpaywall (OA status), MAG (institutional affiliations, citation
links, fields of research), ROR (institutional information) to generate the “DOI Table” - an enriched metadata
source on research outputs.

These datasets are updated on a regular cycle with MAG updated fortnightly and Crossref Metadata
updated monthly. The specific instances of the tables used directly are:
academic-observatory.observatory.doi20220730

academic-observatory.mag.PaperReferences20211206

We filter all DOIs to those that also have “PaperIDs” from MAG and to publication dates from 2010 to 2019
(both inclusive). The date range is selected based on our confidence in data quality and also considerations
given to the fact that most new outputs would have had little time to attract citations. We use the final data
extraction of MAG (11 December 2021) for analysis.

The full data in the time range includes 37 million outputs with 424 million citation links. However, only
outputs with two or more citations are applicable (non-trivial) in the calculations of citation diversity
measures. This resulted in the final data of 19 million outputs and 420 million citation links between these
outputs.

Analysis methodology
As shown in Fig. 1 our unit of analysis is the affiliation link or field of research associated with an incoming
reference to a given output. We calculate the Shannon Entropy and Gini-Simpson Index scores of the set of
affiliations associated with citing outputs, with respect to groupings by institutions, countries, subregions,
and regions, and also the MAG “Level 0 fields” (aka “fields of research”) associated with citing outputs.
These two diversity measures provide complementary quantifications of diversity in the citing affiliation/field
links associated with individual cited outputs. We note that a “citation link” refers to an output-to-output link
via referencing, whereas a “citing affiliation link” or “citing field link” is a further step forward determining the
link between an output and an affiliation associated with a citing output, or between an output and the field of
research associated with a citing output, respectively.

We define R as the number of groups and p as the proportion of citing affiliation links assigned to a given
group, or as the proportion of citing outputs assigned to a given field of research. The Shannon Entropy
quantifies the level of uncertainty in predicting the group assignment of a randomly selected citing affiliation
link or citing output to field as:



1 - ∑i=1
R pi
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Whereas, the Gini-Simpson Index measures the probability that two randomly selected citing affiliation/field
links belongs to the same group:

- ∑i=1
R pi ln pi

with ln as the natural logarithm.

The analysis is implemented in template SQL queries that are run via an automated reporting framework
implemented in Python. The first step is the aggregation of the affiliations associated with incoming citations
for each of the 37 million outputs and 424 million citation links in the target time period. The resulting table
citation_diversity_global is stored in Google’s cloud-based BigQuery database. Subsequent
analyses and corresponding SQL queries further filter this down to outputs with two or more citations, which
corresponds to 19 million outputs with 420 million citation links. The decision to only consider outputs with
two or more citations is based on the fact that measuring diversity for outputs with zero citations is
nonsensical and outputs with only one citation will trivially be assigned a diversity score of zero. However,
these outputs are kept in the table above for validation purposes.

Subsequent analysis steps are implemented in template SQL queries of the cloud-based database with the
resulting data downloaded as comma delimited text files (CSVs) suitable for use in the Pandas Python
library and stored locally. These local data are then used to generate the tables and graphs in this article.
The full process from source data to final outputs is specified in code and automated to support
reproducibility and enable detailed critique.20

A Consistent Effect Across All Measures and
Categories
We first reproduce the previously described citation count advantage across the whole dataset. We see an
association of OA (all categories) with higher citation counts for all years in the analysis. We also note the
overall decreasing trend of citation counts due to more recent outputs having fewer citations (Supplementary
Figures A).

We then turn to the analysis of the citing affiliation links. We start by examining counts of unique citing
affiliations grouped by institutions, countries, subregions, and regions, and also examining the numbers of
unique fields of research of the citing outputs. In other words, for each cited output, we count the number of
unique citing institutions, countries, subregions, regions, and fields of research, respectively, combining all
its citing outputs. The mean and median number of unique citing groups for each OA category are
considered and show consistent advantage of OA outputs over closed outputs, i.e., OA outputs attract more
unique citing groups, for all years included (Supplementary Figures B). Exceptions or less clear patterns for
the median count in terms of subregions, regions and fields of study are due to the broader grouping of
citing affiliation links and large number of outputs with low counts.

To confirm this finding across the distributions of outputs, we also include the distribution summaries (in the
form of box plots) of samples (i.e., 10,000 outputs from each OA category) drawn independently for each OA
category and each publication year (Supplementary Figures C). In these box plots it is observed that OA
outputs are characterised by heavier upper tails (and often with the box shifted upward) when compared to
the closed category across all publication years and all types of citing groups. Again, we note caveats
around small numbers of groups and large numbers of outputs for certain cases in the study dataset. Green
OA stands out as the best performing category in terms of the number of unique citing groups (institutions,
countries, subregions, regions).

We then introduce citation diversity measures as the main part of our analysis. For both the Shannon and 
Gini-Simpson measures we see higher mean and median diversity scores for the OA outputs (vs. closed 
outputs) for every year of publication, with respect to citing institutions, countries, subregions and regions. 
With respect to citing fields there is a slight disadvantage for Gold OA in 2010-2011 which turns into an



advantage by 2012 (Supplementary Figures D). We also examine the distributions of diversity scores for the
samples drawn from each category for each year using box plots (Supplementary Figures E). In addition to
increased central tendency for the OA categories, there are also signs in these box plots of longer upper
tails and shorter lower tails - added indications of the OA citation diversity advantage.

To confirm our findings are not confined to specific percentiles of the data, we also study the kernel density
estimates (KDEs) and histograms of the diversity scores, for all combinations of diversity measures, citing
groups, and years of publications. The KDEs and histograms are compared between OA and closed outputs
(for 10,000 outputs drawn from each). The results reveal a highly consistent finding of the OA citation
diversity advantage. For all data analysed in these figures, OA outputs result in a distributional shift towards
higher diversity scores, lower proportions of outputs with low diversity scores, and increased proportions of
outputs that score highly for diversity (Supplementary Figures F).

The OA citation diversity advantage holds for both access via the publishers (i.e., Gold OA) as well as for
access via other repository platforms (i.e., Green OA) with the latter showing a larger effect. One possible
confounding effect is the dominance of Pubmed Central and Europe Pubmed Central as important
repositories and the higher average citation counts of biomedical research articles. To address this we
examine the citation diversity effect by fields of research of the cited articles and note that the OA citation
diversity advantage is highly consistent across all “MAG Level 0” fields for Green OA (Supplementary
Figures G). There is substantial variation for Gold OA and overall OA performances. We also note large
differences in the OA effect between selected fields of research. But for the majority of fields where our
dataset has good coverage, the OA citation diversity advantage is clearly seen, including for disciplines
distinct from biomedical sciences showing that the effect is robust across natural, biological and clinical
sciences, and in several areas of social sciences.

Dependence of Diversity Measures on
Citation Counts
A criticism of claims for an OA citation advantage is that researchers focus on ensuring that their best work
is the most accessible and/or that the advantage is primarily a function of the prestige of the authors and
their institutions. One of our goals with the diversity analysis was to use indicators that are less dependent
on citation counts as a means of reducing this potentially confounding effect.

With the exception of extreme cases where the citing articles have very many authors, articles with very low
citation counts will be limited in the values that the diversity measures can take on. We therefore examined
the diversity advantage as a function of citation counts to ensure that the effect was robust to this issue.

We undertake this analysis both at the level of the whole corpus and with a set of consistent sized samples
to address the differences in the numbers of open and closed articles over time. Again, the OA citation
diversity advantage is robust across all citation count bins for all years of publication for diversity measures
based on citations from different institutions, countries, subregions and regions (with some caveats on the
last due to the small number of regions).

First we revisit how unique numbers of citing groups are counted. To confirm that our earlier observations
are robust for outputs that attract different levels of citations, we split outputs from the same year into 14
bins depending on their citation counts (roughly keeping bins similar in population size) and compared the
distributions of counts of unique citing affiliations across OA and closed outputs for samples drawn (i.e.,
2000 open vs 2000 closed outputs) from each citation bin (Supplementary Figures H). Boxplots are
presented for OA vs closed outputs for each citation group for all years and all types of citing groups. We
find that OA outputs perform no worse, and in fact better in most cases, than closed outputs in attracting
unique numbers of citing groups.

Similarly, we construct the comparison of diversity scores across citation bins for years and both diversity 
measures (Supplementary Figures I). It is clear from these results that there is consistency in the OA citation 
diversity advantage across citation bins for almost all cases considered. The main exceptions are in the



earlier years for the fields of research plots. However, these plots indicate a switch from negative to positive
effects in more recent years, consistent with our earlier observations for mean and median diversity scores.
To further explore the potential relationship between the diversity scores and citation counts, we also
calculate the quartiles of diversity scores for the complete data for each year. These are presented as line
charts (Supplementary Figures J). These results show a weak relationship between diversity scores and
citation counts, but only for low citation count, which is not unexpected given the increasing likelihood of
more citing affiliations links. The strength of this weak relationship further weakens for outputs with
substantial citations.

In summary we find the OA citation diversity advantage to not be completely driven by the large number of
low-citation outputs, nor is it simply an effect of highly cited outputs. Rather, the OA citation diversity
advantage is a consistent effect that is seen across the cohort of outputs.

Citations between subregions and regions
Further to observing an OA citation diversity advantage, it is also important to understand where the
increased citation diversity originates. In particular, we need to be able to track how a subregion or region
benefits from making its outputs OA (e.g., more citations from others) and also how they benefit from OA
outputs of other subregions or regions (e.g., more access to outputs of others). To aid such an analysis, we
filter the data down to individual subregions and regions. Then, for a given subregion or region, we
determine the numbers of citations to its OA and closed outputs from all other subregions or regions,
respectively. Average citation ratios (i.e., the average number of citations to OA outputs, divided by the
average number of citations to non-OA outputs, and times by one hundred) and percentage change in total
citations (i.e., total citations to OA outputs minus total citations to non-OA outputs, then divided by total
citations to non-OA outputs, and multiplied by one hundred) are calculated for each citing subregion or
region. A value above one hundred in the former indicates an OA advantage and a value above 0 for the
latter indicates an OA advantage. The results are presented in Supplementary Figures K to N.

For most subregions and regions, we observe an OA advantage for citations coming from other subregions
and regions. In particular, there are increased citations to OA outputs affiliated to institutions from
subregions that are traditionally underrepresented in the literature or have fewer resources, e.g., North
Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Latin America and the Caribbean. This is consistent with the increased
output usage through greater access from these subregions and regions. However, we also note that the OA
citation diversity advantage accrues preferentially to traditionally “prestigious” centres of research in terms of
wealth and scale of research outputs. For example, Northern Europe seems to benefit most from both
increased citations from other subregions (i.e., high OA advantage is seen for almost all citing subregions to
Northern Europe), and for its increased usage of outputs from other subregions (i.e., it is the subregion that
is consistently one of the top citing subregions in terms of OA advantage for outputs by other subregions). A
similar pattern is observed for North America. There are also signs of changing trends in terms of
percentage changes in total citations, where the OA advantage has either increased or shifted from negative
to positive in more recent years, for selected subregions or regions.

Caveats
Statistical Significance

In this study we have avoided using statistical significance as a measure of the likelihood of an effect. There 
are several reasons for this choice. Firstly, we are predominantly dealing with a population of outputs rather 
than targeted samples of outputs. This includes all outputs captured by a system that aims to include 
worldwide research outputs that have Crossref DOIs and MAG PaperIDs. Secondly, given the large 
numbers of outputs included in most of our analyses, the resulting p-values are both diminutive and highly 
associated with sample sizes chosen, making them less reliable as a measure. Thirdly, comparing statistical 
significance across a large number of groups, where groups also differ widely in distribution, is highly 
challenging. This would entail considerations for both the effects of multiple comparisons and advanced 
sampling procedures. On the other hand, downstream distributional analyses of large numbers of outputs



are also not practical. Given the above, we have taken the alternative in exploring the consistency of the OA
citation diversity advantage across multiple ways of analysing the corpus of outputs. However, where
possible, we have included some subsampling analyses to emphasise that this consistency is maintained
across comparable but small samples relative to the whole data.

Data Limitations

Research outputs included in our analysis are those that are assigned DOIs by Crossref. We acknowledge
that there are other DOI registration agencies that assign DOIs to research outputs (e.g., China National
Knowledge Infrastructure - CNKI) and these are not currently indexed in our system. Consequently, there
may be limitations in our coverage of certain areas of Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa and other regions. There are
also general issues with coverage of certain fields of research where DOIs are not traditionally used in scale
(such as in Art, Political Sciences, etc.). In addition, there may be issues of moving windows in terms of
assignments of outputs to fields of research, as results of both cultural and methodological changes over
time (e.g., Engineering outputs being assigned to Material Science and Computer Science in more recent
years).
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